occupation almost forbade a systematic investigation of any one problem. He had to serve a group of men of widely varying interests, many of whom were merely dilettantes seeking amusement, all of whom had an insatiable curiosity in almost any and every aspect of natural phenomena. During the next forty years he accomplished a vast amount of work and was responsible for innumerable brilliant experiments. It is true that many of his researches were inconclusive but his occupation partly explains the reason for much of his work being left uncompleted.
In the year following his appointment as Curator, Hooke was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society and was exempted from all charges. Later in the same year, he was made responsible for keeping the Society's repository in Gresham College. About the same time Sir John Cutler offered Hooke £50 a year to deliver lectures at Gresham College. In 1664 he was elected Gresham Professor of Geometry in succession to Isaac Barrow. During the Great Fire of London and while the ruins of the City were still burning, Hooke produced a model for the replanning of London, apparently with a "chess-board" street p lan. The model does not suryive, but, like all the other ideal plans produced, it was found impracticable as soon as a preliminary survey of the ruins had been made. This, and Hooke's obvious abilities, led to his appointment on October 4, 1666, as one of the Surveyors for the City.
In this latter office he was principally responsible for rebuilding the City of London after the fire. In addition, he assisted Wren in the rebuilding of St. Paul's and many of the City churches. Hooke built the Monument, the home of the College of Physicians in Warwick Lane, Bedlam Hospital at Moorfields and many other important structures. Much more credit would have been given to Hooke to-day had he been able to have rebuilt London according to his own plan. The proprietors were in such a hurry to get their premises back and the expense involved in any complete rebuilding plan was so large for an impoverished exchequer, that it was only possible to rebuild on the old foundations. The same thing may easily happen after this war. Expediency may outweigh beauty of design and elaboration of plans in rebuilding London, and so we may find in the end the City looking much the same in the future as before the war. Much will have to be constructed on old foundations and old alignments.
Hooke was a tireless experimenter and the inventor of numerous valuable devices. He claimed over 100 inventions and it seems that his claim could be substantiated. Among his inventions were the anchor-escapement, which brought about a revolution in clockmaking; his balance-spring, still found in our watches, which made possible the chronometer; his law of spring forms the basis for the theory of elasticity as employed by engineers, and his universal joint is an essential feature in transmission gear and for other purposes. He introduced freezing point as zero in the thermometer scale and made improvements in the microscope, the telescope and the air-pump. No wonder that John Aubrey, referring to Hooke, declared: "He is certainly the greatest mechanick this day in the World." In every branch of science then known, Hooke made important di,scoveries. The Royal Society expected him to produce experiments at each meeting and it was because he had to turn continually from one subject to another that he was never able to complete the investigation of any one vital subject. Questions were asked of him week by week and it hardlv mattered what the subjects were, Hooke managed to give a more or less satisfactory answer. He was a man of keen intellect and although many of his replies were conjectures, they almost invariably turned out to be very near the truth. Many of his discoveries are of great value even to-day.
Although the variety of the experiments performed by Hooke was endless, there was always some practical object in view. Pepys mentions many discourses with Hooke and refers to them in his Diary. He doubted Hooke's claim to "tell how many strokes a fly makes with her wings" remarking that it was "a little too much refined". In another entry Pepys says: "This noon I met with Mr. Hooke and he tells me the dog which was filled with another dog's blood at the College the other day is very well and like to be so as ever, and doubts not its being found of great use to men." It will be remembered that, at that time, there was much discussion and experimentation regarding blood transfusion. Pepys also wrote that Hooke "is the least and promises the most of any man in the world that ever I saw". And Evelyn says: "I called at Durdans, where I found Dr. Wilkins, Sir William Petty and Mr. Hooke, contriving chariots, new rigging for ships, a wheel for one to run races in and other mechanical inventions; perhaps three such persons together were not to be found elsewhere in Europe for parts and ingenuity."
Hooke eventually became a doctor of medicine, but he knew little of the cause and cure of disease. This was the case with many of the doctors of the seventeenth century. They did not realize that most of the minor ills and pains were caused by eating and drinking too much. At the least pain medicines were taken in quick succession and all kinds of remedies were tried. We have many instances of this in a Diary2 which Hooke kept during the last thirty years of his life, parts of which have been published. Although these references to medicine are more amusing than instructive they do give an idea of the state of medicine in those days and emphasize the differences in opinion regarding diseases and cures.
Hooke had a weak stomach, but he made things worse by much eating and drinking which aggravated the trouble. Referring' to himself on January 1, 1675, he says "eat meat and drank chocolate that rectified stomach and made me sleep well", and on the following day he wrote: "Could not sleep after chocolate till eating salt beef at 2 in the morning." Some days later he "Drunk claret which much disordered me, slept very little; after drinking ale, slept well". He further mentions that Madam Tillotson told him that "a soveraine remedy for the falling sickness was made out of the mosse of a man's scull" and that "Sir Christopher Wren told of killing the worms with burnt oyle" and "of curing his lady of a thrush by hanging a bag of-live boglice about her neck". Mr. Wild told him "that the blood of a black cat would cure chilblains". On November 16, 1672, he reports: "Lord Chester desperately ill of the stone, stoppage of urine 6 days. 4 red hot oyster shells quenched in a quart of cvder and drank was advised by Dr. Glanvill. Dr. Goddard advised blisters of cantharides applied to the neck and feet or to the veins." And two days later: "At Lord Chesters, he was desperately ill and his suppression continued", and on the following day he recorded that the Lord Bishop of Chester had died about 9 in the morning of a suppression of urine. Two days after that he says: "Dr. Needham brought in an account of Lord Chesters having no stoppage in his uriters nor defect in his kidneys. There was only found 2 small stones in one kidney and some little gravel in one ureter but neither big enough to stop the water. Twas believed his opiates and some other medicines killed him, there being no visible cause of his death." Regarding Sir Robert Moray, Hooke tells us on July 4, 1673: "This evening Sir Robert Moray died suddenly being choked wvith flegme in endeavouring to vomit." He had died at Lord Chancellors and about an hour before his death drank 2 glasses of cold water. On the following day he wrote: "Sir Robert Moray's face taken off, his body opened by Sir Charles Scarborough at the King's command. Found very entire and sound and nothing amisse and no visible cause of his death." Perhaps, he, too, died through taking too much medicine. Here are other short extracts from the Diary: "At Sir Jonas Mores, sick, he was cured of a sciatica by fomen,ting the part for an hour with hot steams, afterward chafing in oils with a rubbing hand and heated firepans, which gave him sudden ease." "Sir Theodore Devaux told me of Sir Thomas Mayern's cure of stone in kidneys by blowing up bladder with bellows." "Mrs. Tillotson told me that an ounce of castile soap boiled in a pint of ale till the ale was half consumed and drank warme was a sure medicine for the yellow jaundice, which had been often tried with certain effect."
And now to pass on to the work which Hooke did in biology and medicine. He achieved less in these fields than in any other branch of science, but what he did do undoubtedly added to the knowledge of his contemporaries and has been of some importance and help for later generations. The improvement he made in the construction of the microscope, and the works he performed with the aid of it, led to some of his most important discoveries. He attached a field or middle lens to the microscope and made other minor improvements. With this microscope lie made numerous observations and communicated them to the Royal Society. In 1665 he published them in a volume entitled Micrographia, or Some Physiological Descriptionls of Minute Bodies made by Magnifying Glasses. This is the first important book on the microscope and the first to give drawings made from objects under the microscope. The following passage from the preface to his book will emphasize the difficulties with which Hooke had to contend in making those remarkable drawings, especially when we remember the very poor lighting that was available: "I endeavoured first to discover the true appearance and next to make a plain representation of it. This I mention because of those kind of objects there is much more difficulty to discover the true shape, than of those visible to the naked eye, the same object seeming quite differing in one position to the light, from what it reallv is and may be discovered in anothcr. And therefore I never began to make any draught before, by many examinations, in several lights and in several positions to those lights, I had discovered the true form. For it is exceeding difficult in some objects, to distinguish between a proininency and a depression, between a shadow and a black stain, or a reflection and a whiteness in the colour. The eyes of a fly in one kind of light appear almost like a lattice, drilled through with abundance of small holes. In the sunshine they look like a surface covered with golden nails, in another posture, like a surface covered with pyramids, in another with cones, and in other postures of quite other shapes, but that which exhibits the best, is the light collected on the o6bject, by those means I have already described."
The Micrographia contains many; biological observations, inclulding among others spontaneous generation arising from the putrefaction of bodies, the nature of the vegetation of mould, mushrooms, sponges, &c. Hooke indicates how the stinging pain of nettle is created and discourses on the poisoning of darts. He gives a description of the shape, mechanism and use of the sting of a bee and demonstrates the contrivance and fabric of feathers for flying. He gives particulars of the parts and use of the head, feet and wings of a fly. He speaks of the generations of insects and discourses unon their actions. He analyses the fabric of the spider, making observations on the hunting spider. He describes a flea and a louse and gives tremendously enlarged drawings of them. Hooke was the first to apply the microscope to the examination of the structure of plants and is rightly given the credit for the discovery of the cells in plants. It is scarcely possible to compute the number of the cells in plants with accuracy in view of their extreme minuteness. Hooke numbered in a line 1/ 18th part of an inch long not fewer than 150 vessels; therefore, he added, in a line an inch long, there must be 2,700, and in a surface of a square inch 7,290,000 vessels. These facts he verified by other observations on decayed wood, in which the vessels were empty. He says that in very close and dense wood, the vessels are still more minute than in the examples given. Although Hooke in the Micrographia admitted that he had never found anything that had the appearance of valves,.he did mention subsequently, at a meeting of the Royal Society, that he had discovered valves in the pores of wood and seen them cross the pores.
Mr. Clifford Dobell, in his book on Leeuwenhoek", gives the credit to Hooke for the discovery of bacteria and perhaps this was his outstanding achievement in medicine.
Hooke repeated Leeuwenhoek's experiments on animalcules and records that some of them were so exceeding small that millions of millions of them might be contained in one drop of water. In writing to Leeu-wenhoek stating that he had verified the former's observations concerning the small animals discovered in pepper-water, Hooke said: "Having steeped them in rain water, pepper, wheat, barley, oats, peas and several other grains, and having fitted up some microscopes which had lain a long while neglected I having been by other urgent occupations diverted from making further inquiries with that instrument, I began to examine all those several liquors and though I could discover divers very small creatures swimming up and down in every one of those steepings and even in rain itself and that they had various shapes and differing motions, yet I found none soe exceedingly filled and st-uffed as it were with them as was the water in which some cornes of pepper had been steeped. Of this the President and all the members present were satisfied and it seems very wonderful that there should be such an infinite number of animals in soe imperceptible a quantity of matter. That these animals should be soe perfectly shaped and indeed with such curious organs of motion as to be able to move nimbly, to turne, stay, accelerate and retard their progress at pleasure, and it was not less surprising to find that these were gygantick monsters in comparison of a lesser sort which almost filled the water." , Mr. Dobell says that it seems clear that the "gygantick monsters" were protozoa, while those of the "lesser sort" were bacteria. Mr. Dobell believes that 'this is the first mention of the discovery of any of these organisms in infusions of wheat, barley, oats and peas, and says "it is, therefore, unfortunate that Hooke never wrote any further descriptions of the organisms he discovered."
It is curious that one of the most interesting of Hooke's contributions to scientific thought, namely, his theory of combustion, should have sunk into comparative oblivion.
Robison mentions the matter in his edition of Black's Lectures on Chemistry and speaking of Hooke's discovery of the role of oxygen in combustion says:
"It was seen, in all its extent and importance, by Dr. Robert Hooke, one of the greatest geniuses and most ardent inquirers into the operations of nature. Dr. Hooke proposed this theory in considerable detail in his Micrographia, published in 1665, and makes it an important doctrine in his Cutlerian Lectures. His Lampas contains a most accurate explanation of flame, which cannot be surpassed by any performance of the present day." Hooke describes his theory very briefly in the following words:
(1) The air in which we live, and breathe, and move, and which encompasses and cherishes all bodies, is the universal solvent of all inflammable bodies.
(2) This action it performs not till the body be sufficiently heated, as we observe in other solutions.
(3) This action of dissolution produces the great heat which we call fire.
(4) It acts with such violence as to agitate the particles of the diaphanous body air, and to produce the elastic pulse called light.-(5) This action, or dissolution of inflammable bodies, is performed by a substance inherent in, and mixed with the air, that is like, if not the very same, with that which is fixed in saltpetre.
(6) In this dissolution of bodies by the air, a part of the body, uniting with the air, is dissolved or turned into air, and escapes and flies about.
(7) As one part is thus turned 'into air, so another is mixed with it, but forms a coagulum, or precipitation, some of which is so light as to be carried away with the air, while other grosser and heavier matters remain behind.
Referring to this Robison says: "Can anything more be wanting to prove that this is the same with the modern theory of combustion? The eager mind of Hooke, attracted by every appearance of novelty, was satisfied with the general notion of a great subject,and immediately quitted it in chase of some other interesting object. Had he not been thus led off by a new pursuit, this wonderful man would not only have anticipated, but completed, many of ihe great discoveries of the seventeenth century. Hooke's conception of the subject, however, is clear, simple and steady." "I do not know a more unaccountable thing in the history of science than the total oblivion of this theory of Dr. Hooke, so clearly expressed and so likely to catch attention." "Had Dr. Hooke's fortune allowed him to multiply experiments, I make no doubt but that he would have stood next to Newton in philosophical rank."
In the early days of the Royal Society the microscope played a great part in scientific discovery. So also did the air-pump, which was constructed for Robert Boyle by Hooke. He carried out experiments with the air-punmp on animals, and plants, especially with regard to respiration and exhaustion. Hardly a meeting passed without Hooke being requested to prosecute his inquiries into biological subjects. His first experiments were made to describe the nature and quality of air. We read that on Mav 6, 1663, he was ordered "to bring in some experiments concerning the condensation of air, in order to make them in the compressing engine and explaini: What animals will live in it, and what die? How those that live endure it? Whether pleasantly or with regret; if it seem painful to them and offensive? Whether it make them nimble and acute, or dull and sleepy?" The answer to these and to many other queries were given in papers published in the Philosophical Transactions. Hooke's work on respiration was, undoubtedly, of an elementary character, but we must remember that knowledge of this and other allied subjects was meagre in the seventeenth century. His experiments included many on animals to see how long they would keep alive in a closed chamber and how soon revive after blowing fresh air into their lungs. Waller remarks that this "plainly shows the use of air and the difference between venal and arterial blood". Hooke made a trial with a bladder, how long the same air would serve for respiration without the supply of fresh air; and he found that it served for five 'inspirations, though with difficulty. He later made an experiment of shutting up in an oblong glass a burning lamp and a chick; and the lamp went out within two minutes, the chick remaining alive and lively enough. He next tried the experiment of respiring the same air, both in a glass immersed in cold water, and in a bag. Mr. Balle respired in the glass 30 times, Dr. Merret 36, Mr.
Hooke 13 and the operator 56. Then the same Was tried in a bag, where Mr. Hooke respired 19 times in one minute and Dr. Merret 76 times in three minutes. When tried again, but this time with warm water, the operator respired 26 times in 1' 52" and Mr. Hooke 24 or 25 times in 1' 50". On April 6, 1664, an account was given by Mr. Hooke of two birds, that were put, one into a glass with common air, closed with clay; the other into the compressing engine with common air likewise, but closed with cement. T'he bird in the glass, after it had been kept there eight hours, remained alive and pretty well; but the other bird closed up with cement, died within the same time. A few weeks later Mr. Hooke acquainted the Society with the success of the experiment made upon a dog cut open alive and kept so for above a whole hour, by means of a pair of bellows and a pipe thrust into the windpipe of the dog; whereby the lungs being blown, the heart continued beating for a long while after the thorax and belly had been displayed, and a great part of the diaphragm cut away. In a letter to Boyle, dated November 10, 1664, Hooke says: "The other experiment (which I shall hardly, I confess, make again, because it was cruel) was with a dog, which, by means of a pair of bellows, wherewith I filled his lungs, a'nd suffered them to empty again, I was able to preserve alive as long as I could desire, after I had. wholly opened the thorax, and cut off all the ribs, and opened the belly. Nay, I kept him alive above an hour after I had cut off the pericardium and the mediastinum, and had handled anc4 turned his lungs and heart and all the other parts of its body, as I pleased. My design was to make some inquiries into the nature of respiration." After these few experiments on animals Hooke felt himself quite unable to face any further vivisections for we find that on later occasions, when asked to perform similar experiments, he excused himself and suggested that others should do the work. He continued to demonstrate his ideas regarding plants and the smaller animals but was inclined to devote most of his time after the first few years in London to problems concerning physics and mechanics, of which he was much more the master.
Robert Hooke died on March 3, 1703, and as a mark of respect all the Fellows of the Royal Society then in London attended his funeral. If his work in medicine and biology appears to us in these -times to have been superficial and trivial it is perhaps because others who have benefited by his spade work have advanced his theories so that now they have become unrecognizable. The least we can do is to accord to him the credit that is due for having seen and understood many of the problems with which future generations have had to grapple and regret that time and opportunity did not allow him to follow up his own initial experiments.
